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The object of research is decision sup-
port systems. The subject of research is the 
decision-making process in management 
problems using the fish school (FSH) algo-
rithm, an advanced genetic algorithm and 
evolving artificial neural networks.

A solution search method using an 
improved FSH algorithm is proposed. The 
study is based on the FSH algorithm for 
finding a solution on the object state. For 
training FSH, evolving artificial neural 
networks are used. The method has the fol-
lowing sequence of actions:

– input of initial data;
– processing of initial data taking into 

account the degree of uncertainty;
– checking the fitness function of the 

solution found;
– procedure of feeding fish agents (FA);
– instinctive-collective FA swimming;
– calculation of the center of school 

gravity;
– collective voluntary FA swimming;
– changing the FA swimming para-

meters;
– training of FA knowledge bases.
The originality of the proposed method 

lies in the arrangement of FA taking into 
account the uncertainty of the initial data, 
improved global and local search proce-
dures taking into account the degree of 
noise of data about the state of the analy-
sis object. The peculiarity of the proposed 
method is the use of an improved FA train-
ing procedure. The training procedure 
consists in learning the synaptic weights 
of the artificial neural network, the type 
and parameters of the membership func-
tion, the architecture of individual ele-
ments and the architecture of the artificial 
neural network as a whole. The use of the 
method makes it possible to increase the 
efficiency of data processing at the level 
of 18–25 % due to the use of additional 
improved procedures. The proposed meth-
od should be used to solve the problems of 
evaluating complex and dynamic proces-
ses in the interest of solving national secu-
rity problems
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1. Introduction

Heuristic and metaheuristic optimization algorithms 
are algorithms that include a practical method that is not 

guaran teed to be accurate or optimal, but is sufficient to solve 
the problem [1, 2]. The correctness of these algorithms for all 
possible cases has not been proven, but such algorithms are 
known to provide a fairly good solution [3, 4].
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The most famous representative of heuristic methods is 
swarm intelligence, which describes the collective behavior 
of a decentralized, self-organizing system [5, 6].

There are a large number of swarm algorithms, for exam-
ple, particle swarm method, ant algorithm, cuckoo algorithm, 
bat algorithm, etc. [7, 8]. The use of swarm algorithms to find 
solutions on the object state allows you to:

– analyze the stability of the heterogeneous object state 
in the process of combat use (operation);

– analyze the direct, aggregated and mediated interac-
tion of systemic and external factors;

– assess the reach of target situations of object management;
– analyze scenarios under various destructive effects;
– forecast changes in the state of heterogeneous objects 

under the influence of destabilizing factors during the com-
bat use (operation);

– model and analyze the dynamics of changes in the state 
of interdependent parameters of heterogeneous objects.

At the same time, the use of the above swarm algorithms 
in the canonical form does not allow you to obtain an opera-
tional assessment of the object state with a given reliability. 
This leads to the search for new (improvement of existing) 
approaches to the assessment and forecasting of the state of 
objects by combining already known swarm algorithms with 
their further improvement.

Given the above, an urgent scientific task is to develop 
a solution search method using an improved fish school al-
gorithm, which would allow you to increase the efficiency 
of decisions made to manage the parameters of the control 
object with a given reliability.

2. Literature review and problem statement

The work [9] presents a cognitive modeling algorithm. The 
main advantages of cognitive tools are defined. The shortcom-
ings of this approach include the lack of consideration of the 
type of uncertainty about the state of the analysis object.

The work [10] reveals the essence of cognitive modeling 
and scenario planning. A system of complementary principles 
of building and implementing scenarios is proposed, various 
approaches to building scenarios are highlighted, a proce-
dure for modeling scenarios based on fuzzy cognitive maps 
is described. The approach proposed by the authors does not 
allow us to take into account the type of uncertainty about 
the state of the analysis object and does not take into account 
the noise of the initial data.

The work [11] analyzes the main approaches to cogni-
tive modeling. Cognitive analysis allows us: to investigate 
problems with fuzzy factors and relationships; to take into 
account changes in the external environment and use objec-
tively formed trends in the development of the situation in 
one’s interests. At the same time, the issue of describing com-
plex and dynamic processes remains unexplored in this work.

The work [12] presents a method of analyzing large data 
sets. This method is focused on finding hidden information 
in large data sets. The method includes the operations of 
generating analytical baselines, reducing variables, detecting 
sparse features and specifying rules. The disadvantages of this 
method include the impossibility to take into account various 
decision evaluation strategies, the lack of consideration of the 
type of uncertainty of initial data.

The work [13] presents the mechanism of transformation 
of information models of construction objects into their equi-

valent structural models. This mechanism is designed to auto-
mate the necessary conversion, modification and addition op-
erations during such information exchange. The shortcomings 
of the approach include the impossibility to assess the adequacy 
and reliability of the information transformation process and 
make an appropriate correction of the obtained models.

The work [14] developed an analytical web platform to 
study the geographical and temporal distribution of incidents. 
The web platform contains several information panels with 
statistically significant results by territory. The disadvantages 
of this analytical platform include the impossibility to assess 
the adequacy and reliability of the information transformation 
process and high computational complexity. Also, one of the 
shortcomings of the study is the fact that the search for a solu-
tion is not unidirectional.

The work [15] developed a method of fuzzy hierarchical 
assessment of library service quality. This method allows you 
to evaluate the quality of libraries based on a set of input 
parameters. The disadvantages of the method include the 
impossibility to assess the adequacy and reliability of assess-
ment and, accordingly, determine the assessment error.

The work [16] carried out an analysis of 30 algorithms for 
processing large data sets. Their advantages and disadvantages 
are shown. It was found that the analysis of large data sets 
should be carried out in layers, take place in real time and have 
the opportunity for self-learning. The disadvantages of these 
methods include their high computational complexity and the 
impossibility to check the adequacy of the estimates obtained.

The work [17] presents an approach for evaluating input 
data for decision support systems. The essence of the proposed 
approach consists in the clustering of the basic set of input data, 
their analysis, after which the system is trained based on the 
analysis. The disadvantages of this approach are the gradual 
accumulation of assessment and training errors due to the lack 
of an opportunity to assess the adequacy of decisions made.

The work [18] presents an approach to processing data 
from various sources of information. This approach allows us 
to process data from various sources. The disadvantages of the 
approach include the low accuracy of the obtained estimate and 
the impossibility to verify the reliability of the obtained estimate.

The work [19] carried out a comparative analysis of exist-
ing decision support systems, namely: analytic hierarchy 
process, neural networks, fuzzy set theory, genetic algorithms 
and neuro-fuzzy modeling. The advantages and disadvan-
tages of these approaches are indicated. The spheres of their 
application are defined. It is shown that the analytic hie-
rarchy process works well with complete initial information, 
but due to the need for experts to compare alternatives and 
choose evaluation criteria, it has a high share of subjectivity. 
For forecasting problems under risk and uncertainty, the use 
of fuzzy set theory and neural networks is justified.

The work [20] developed a method of structural and objec-
tive analysis of the development of weakly structured systems. 
An approach to the research of conflict situations caused by 
contradictions in the interests of subjects that affect the deve-
lopment of the studied system and methods of solving poorly 
structured problems based on the formation of scenarios for 
the situation development. In this case, the problem is defined 
as a discrepancy between the existing state of the system and 
the required one set by the management entity. The disadvan-
tages of the proposed method include the problem of the local 
optimum and the inability to conduct a parallel search.

The work [21] presents a cognitive approach to simula-
tion modeling of complex systems. The advantages of this 
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approach, which allows us to describe the hierarchical com-
ponents of the system, are shown. The shortcomings of the 
proposed approach include the lack of consideration of the 
computing resources of the system.

The work [22] indicated that the most popular evolutio-
nary bio-inspired algorithms are the so-called «swarm» pro-
cedures (Particle Swarm Optimization – PSO). Among them, 
there are optimization algorithms based on cat swarms (Cat 
Swarm Optimization – CSO), which are very promising both 
in terms of speed and ease of implementation. These algo-
rithms have proven their effectiveness in solving a number of 
rather complex problems and have already undergone a num-
ber of modifications. Among the modifications, we can note 
procedures based on harmonic search, fractional derivatives, 
adaptation of search parameters and, finally, «crazy cats». 
At the same time, these procedures have shortcomings that 
worsen the properties of the global extremum search process.

The work [23] investigates the fish school (FSH) algo-
rithm, which is a multi-agent system in which each agent (fish) 
is located in the solution search area, which is an aquarium. It 
is known that fish move in schools in search of food. Thus, the 
algorithm is the movement of a fish school to the point with the 
largest amount of food, while not going beyond the boundaries 
of the aquarium – the solution space. Each fish has a weight 
that characterizes how successful the agent is in the process of 
searching for food.

The basic FSH is subject to the following rules:
1. Initialization of the population.
2. Individual swimming stage of agents.
3. Feeding stage.
4. Instinctive collective swimming.
5. Calculation of the center of school gravity.
6. Collective voluntary swimming.
7. Changing the swimming parameters.
At the same time, the basic FSH requires a long search 

for solutions and significant computing costs, which does not 
allow it to be used in real time.

An analysis of the works [9–23] showed that the common 
shortcomings of the above-mentioned studies are:

– the lack of possibility to form a hierarchical system of 
indicators;

– the lack of consideration of computing resources of the 
system;

– the lack of mechanisms for adjusting the system of indi-
cators during the assessment;

– the lack of consideration of the type of uncertainty and 
noise of data on the state of the analysis object, which creates 
corresponding errors when assessing its real state;

– the lack of deep learning mechanisms for knowledge bases;
– high computational complexity;
– the lack of consideration of computing (hardware) re-

sources available in the system;
– the lack of search priority in a certain direction.
The problem to be solved in the study is to increase the 

efficiency of solving the problems of analysis and multidimen-
sional forecasting of the state of objects while ensuring the 
given reliability. To this end, it is proposed to develop a solu-
tion search method using an improved fish school algorithm.

3. The aim and objectives of the study

The aim of the study is to develop a solution search me-
thod using an improved fish school algorithm. This will allow 

us to increase the efficiency of assessment and multidimen-
sional forecasting with a given reliability and development of 
subsequent management decisions. This will make it possible 
to develop software for intelligent decision support systems.

To achieve the aim, the following objectives were set:
– to determine the algorithm for implementing the method;
– to give an example of using the method in the analysis 

of the operational situation of a group of troops (forces).

4. Materials and methods

The problem that is solved in the study is to increase the 
efficiency of decision-making in management problems while 
ensuring the given reliability, regardless of the hierarchy of 
the object. The object of research is decision support systems. 
The subject of research is the decision-making process in man-
agement problems using the fish school algorithm, advanced 
genetic algorithm, and evolving artificial neural networks.

The hypothesis of research is the possibility of increasing 
the efficiency of decision-making with a given assessment re-
liability.

Modeling of the proposed method was carried out in the 
MathCad 14 software environment (USA). The problem to 
be solved during the simulation was to assess the elements of 
the operational situation of a group of troops (forces). The 
hardware of the research process is AMD Ryzen 5.

An operational group of troops (forces) was considered 
as an object of assessment and management. An operational 
group of troops (forces) formed on the basis of an operational 
command with a standard composition of forces and means 
according to the wartime state and with a range of responsi-
bility under current regulations.

The study is based on the fish school algorithm to find  
a solution regarding the object state. For training FSH, 
evolving artificial neural networks are used.

5. Development of a solution search method using  
an improved fish school algorithm 

5. 1. Algorithm for implementing the solution search 
method using the improved fish school algorithm 

The proposed algorithm is an improved fish school algo-
rithm and consists of the following sequence of steps.

Step 1. Input of initial data. At this stage, available initial 
data on the object to be analyzed are entered. The existing 
model of the analysis object is also initialized. At this stage, 
the decision matrix D is filled: each column is filled with  
a subset Fk.

Step 2. Processing of the initial data taking into account 
the degree of uncertainty.

At this stage, the type of uncertainty about the object to 
be analyzed is taken into account, and the basic state model 
of the object to be analyzed is initialized [2, 19, 21]. At the 
same time, the degree of uncertainty can be: full awareness; 
partial uncertainty and total uncertainty. This is done with 
the help of correction factors.

Step 3. Individual swimming stage of agents. For each 
agent, the search for the best solution is performed in the 
neighborhood of the given solution. Since it is impossible to 
define the concept of a solution neighborhood for this type 
of problem, let’s consider this procedure. When choosing  
a feeding source, the degree of noise about the state of the 
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assessment object is taken into account. The degree of noise 
is defined as total noise, partial noise and reliability.

Step 3. 1. At the first stage, each column of the decision 
matrix D is considered. In each column, the elements dik and 
dik+1 are interchanged, where i is the column number, k is an 
odd number.

Step 3. 2. The second stage is similar to the first, with the 
difference that k is an even number.

Step 4. Checking the fitness function of the solution found. 
If the fitness function has improved, we consider that move-
ment has occurred. If the FA went outside the aquarium, we 
consider that there was no movement.

Step 5. FA feeding procedure. At this stage, it is necessary 
to fix the improvement of the current FA solution with re-
spect to other FA in the school using the genetic algorithm 
developed in [22]. For this, such a property of FA as its 
weight is used: W f fi i= Δ Δmax , where Δfi is the value of the 
improvement in the fitness function for the i-th FA.

Step 6. Instinctivecollective FA swimming. Each FA is 
affected by the entire population as a whole, and the influ-
ence of an individual FA is proportional to its success in the 
individual swimming stage. After that, the entire population 
shifts by the size of the migration step, which characterizes 
the movement of the entire FA school.

To calculate the migration step, it is necessary to consider 
the process of movement of one FA in the direction of ano-
ther [24–30]. Let the current solution for this FA be D1. In order 
to make a move to the FA that has a solution D0, it is necessary 
to sequentially view the columns of the matrix D0 from left to 
right. In each column, it is necessary to find out the relative loca-
tion of the elements dik and dik+1, where i is the column number,  
k is an odd number. If the location of the elements dik and dik+1 in 
the matrix D1 does not coincide with the position D0, then the 
places of these elements are exchanged. If one of the elements is 
zero, then the replacement of the elements in D1 will be carried 
out if the modulus of the difference between the number of zeros 
over the nonzero element in the matrix D0 and the number of 
zeros over the nonzero element in the matrix D1 becomes smal-
ler [31–36]. A move with a given probability α is a move in which 
the comparison and interchange of the elements dik and dik+1 in 
the matrices D0 and D1 are carried out with the probability α.  
To calculate the migration step, it is necessary to make a move 
with a given probability α for each fish. For this purpose, the 

sum Sum
N

fi= Δ∑ 1
 is calculated – the sum of improvements 

in the fitness function for each FA in the population. Then each 
FA in the school will move to other FA with the probability 
α = Δf Sumi .

Step 7. Calculation of the center of school gravity. This 
stage is preparatory for the next stage of the algorithm and 
consists in calculating a weighted solution regarding the 
total weight of the entire school. In this case, the calculation 
of the barycenter is performed as follows: the agents are ar-
ranged as the weight decreases; starting with the FA of the 
smallest weight, a movement with a given probability ρ to 
the heaviest FA takes place. The result of such a movement is 
the barycenter. The probability ρ is a controlled parameter.

Step 8. Collective voluntary FA swimming. At this stage 
of the algorithm, it is determined how the weight of the fish 
school has changed compared to the previous iteration. If it 
has increased, then the population has approached the area 
of the function maximum, therefore it is necessary to narrow 
the circle of its search, thereby revealing the intensification 
properties. And vice versa: if the weight of the school has 

decreased, then the agents search for the maximum in the 
wrong place, so it is necessary to change the direction of the 
trajectory and identify diversification properties.

For this stage, it is necessary to determine the distance 
between two FA. The distance is determined in two stages.

Step 8. 1. At the first stage, it is necessary to sequential-
ly view the columns of matrix D from left to right. In each 
column, it is necessary to find out the relative location of 
the elements dik and dik+1, where i is the column number,  
k is an odd number. If the location of the elements dik and 
dik+1 does not coincide in the matrix Dbarycenter – the matrix 
of the agent’s decision corresponding to the previously calcu-
lated barycenter, then the degree of difference increases by 1, 
otherwise, it does not increase.

Step 8. 2. The second stage is carried out when k is an 
even number. The degree of difference is the distance bet-
ween the two agents.

Collective voluntary swimming occurs with the help of 
moving in the direction of the FA barycenter with the pro-
bability β = ∗ ( )∗ ( )collStep rand dist dist0 1; max , where dist is 
the distance between the current agent and the barycenter, 
max(dist) is the maximum distance between the FA in the 
school and the barycenter, collStep is the free displacement 
step, rand (0,1) is a random number from 0 to 1.

Step 9. Changing the FA swimming parameters. At this stage, 
the step of individual movement of each FA changes depending 
on the iteration number. This procedure is used to increase the 
efficiency of the algorithm and speed up convergence.

Step 10. Training FA knowledge bases.
In this study, the training method based on evolving ar-

tificial neural networks developed in [2] is used to train the 
knowledge bases of each FA.

The end of the algorithm.

5. 2. Example of using the proposed method in the 
analysis of the operational group of troops (forces)

A solution search method using an improved fish school al-
gorithm is proposed. In order to assess the effectiveness of the 
developed method, its comparative evaluation was performed 
based on the results of research presented in [3–6, 23, 24, 36].

Simulation of the solution search processing method was 
carried out in accordance with steps 1–10. Simulation of the 
proposed method was carried out in the MathCad 14 soft-
ware environment (USA). The problem to be solved during 
the simulation was to assess the elements of the operational 
situation of a group of troops (forces). 

Initial data for assessing the state of the operational situ-
ation using the improved method:

– the number of sources of information about the state 
of the monitoring object – 3 (radio monitoring tools, remote 
earth sensing tools and unmanned aerial vehicles) To simplify 
the modeling, the same number of each tool was taken –  
4 tools each;

– the number of informational signs by which the state of 
the monitoring object is determined – 12. These parameters 
include: affiliation, type of organizational and staff formation, 
priority, minimum width along the front, maximum width along 
the front. The number of personnel, minimum depth along the 
flank, maximum depth along the flank, the number of samples of 
weapons and military equipment (WME), the number of types 
of WME samples and the number of communication means), 
the type of operational structure are also taken into account;

– the options of organizational and staff formations – 
company, battalion, brigade.
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The results of the comparative evaluation by the criteri-
on of evaluation efficiency with known scientific studies are 
shown in Table 1.

Table	1
Results	of	problem	solving

No. of 
iteration

Branch and 
bound me-
thod [17]

Genetic 
algo-

rithm [12]

Canonical 
fish algo-

rithm [23]

Improved 
fish algo-

rithm

N T, s T, s T, s T, s

5 1.125 1.125 1.125 1.05

10 0.625 0.625 0.625 0.450

15 48.97 58.20 58.28 55.71

20 106.72 44.29 43.75 41.33

30 –0.1790 –0.0018 –0.0002 –0.00008

40 –0.158 –0.070 –0.069 –0.08

50 97.76 –974.30 –3.72 –331.18

100 –133.28 –195.71 –196.24 –198.12

200 7980.89 7207.49 7198.43 7022.85

As can be seen from Table 1, the gain of the specified 
solution search method is from 11 to 15 % by the criterion of 
data processing efficiency.

6. Discussion of the results of the development  
of a solution search method using an improved  

fish school algorithm 

The advantages of the proposed method are due to the 
following:

– the type of uncertainty is taken into account when 
setting FA (Step 2);

– the universality of solving the problem of analyzing 
the state of FA objects due to the hierarchical nature of their 
description (Steps 1–10);

– the possibility of quick search for solutions due to the 
simultaneous search for a solution by several individuals 
(Steps 1–10, Table 1);

– the adequacy of the obtained results (Steps 1–10);
– the ability to avoid the local extremum problem 

(Steps 1–10);
– the possibility of deep learning of FA knowledge bases 

(Step 10).
The disadvantages of the proposed method include:
– the loss of informativeness when assessing the state of 

the analysis object due to the construction of the membership 
function;

– lower accuracy of assessment by a single parameter for 
assessing the state of the analysis object;

– the loss of credibility of the obtained solutions when 
searching for a solution in several directions at the same time;

– lower assessment accuracy compared to other assess-
ment methods.

This method allows you:
– to assess the state of a heterogeneous analysis object;
– to determine effective measures to improve manage-

ment efficiency;
– to increase the speed of assessing the state of a hetero-

geneous analysis object;
– to reduce the use of computing resources of decision 

support systems.

The limitations of the study are the need for an initial 
database on the state of the analysis object, the need to take 
into account the delay time for collecting and providing in-
formation from intelligence sources.

The proposed approach should be used to solve the prob-
lems of evaluating complex and dynamic processes characte-
rized by a high degree of complexity.

This study is a further development of research aimed 
at developing methodological principles for increasing the 
efficiency of processing various types of data, published ear-
lier [2, 4–6, 23].

Areas of further research should be aimed at reducing 
computing costs when processing various types of data in 
special-purpose systems.

7. Conclusions

1. An algorithm for implementing the method is deter-
mined, due to additional and improved procedures, which 
allows you:

– to take into account the type of uncertainty and noise 
of data;

– to take into account the available computing resources 
of the system for analyzing the state of the analysis object;

– to take into account the priority of the FA search;
– to carry out an initial display of FA individuals taking 

into account the type of uncertainty;
– to carry out accurate training of FA individuals;
– to determine the best FA individuals using a genetic 

algorithm;
– to conduct a local and global search taking into ac-

count the degree of noise of data on the state of the analy-
sis object;

– to conduct training of knowledge bases, which is car-
ried out by training the synaptic weights of the artificial 
neural network, the type and parameters of the membership 
function, the architecture of individual elements and the ar-
chitecture of the artificial neural network as a whole;

– to use as a universal tool for solving the problem of 
analyzing the state of analysis objects due to the hierarchical 
description of analysis objects;

– to check the adequacy of the obtained results;
– to avoid the problem of local extremum.
2. An example of using the proposed method is given on 

the example of assessing and forecasting the state of the ope-
rational situation of a group of troops (forces). This example 
showed an increase in the efficiency of data processing at 
the level of 18–25 % due to the use of additional improved 
procedures of adding correction factors for uncertainty and 
noise of data, FA selection, and FA training.
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